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Firewalls Don’t Stop Dragons: A Step-by-Step Guide to Computer Security for Non-TechiesApress, 2018

	
		Rely on this practical, end-to-end guide on cyber safety and online security written expressly for a non-technical audience. You will have just what you need to protect yourself?step by step, without judgment, and with as little jargon as possible. Just how secure is your computer right now? You probably don't really know....
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iMovie '09 and iDVD: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
Bursting with new features, Apple's iMovie '09 is vastly more usable and complete than iMovie '08--amazing right out of the box. But the box doesn't include a good user's guide, so learning these applications is another matter. iMovie '09 and iDVD: The Missing Manual gets you up to speed on everything you need to turn raw digital footage...
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Frommer's Washington State (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Despite what you might have heard to the contrary, there is more to Washington state than lattes, rain, and Microsoft. Washington is actually such a diverse state that it could have served as a model for the song “America the Beautiful.” In the eastern high desert country, beautiful spacious skies are as big as Montana’s...
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Second Nature: How Parents Can Use Neuroscience to Help Kids Develop Empathy, Creativity, and Self-ControlSounds True, 2019

	
		Use Neuroscience to Raise an Awesome Person?Starting Now

		

		Searching for a roadmap to raise a successful child who makes a positive difference in this world? Neuroscientist and mother Erin Clabough teaches that to thrive as adults, children need to learn self-regulation, a master life skill founded in empathy,...
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Candy Making For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2005
How sweet it is! More than 100 recipes plus terrific tips and tricks
Explore the art of cooking candy and create sweet masterpieces!      

If you want to concoct irresistible treats for your friends and family, this book gets you cooking!  You'll discover proper techniques and use them to create incredible candies. Recipes range from...
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Mobile Internet For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Stay informed, entertained, and up to date — anywhere!    

    Discover the mobile Internet and surf, shop, blog, watch videos, and more!    

    When it comes to the Internet, you CAN take it with you! This book is packed with tips on choosing the best mobile device, software, and service...
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Python for Kids: A Playful Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		For Kids Aged 10+ (And Their Parents)

	
		Python is a powerful, expressive programming language that's easy to learn and fun to use! But books about learning to program in Python can be kind of dull, gray, and boring, and that's no fun for anyone.

	
		Python for Kids brings Python to life and...
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NOOK HD: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		You can do many things with NOOK HD right out of the box, but if you really want to get the most from your HD or HD+ tablet, start with this book. With clear instructions, full-color illustrations, and savvy advice from technology expert Preston Gralla, you’ll learn how to use email and the Web, watch movies and shows, play...
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Dynamic HTML Weekend Crash CourseHungry Minds, 2001
Fifteen hours. With this book, that's all it takes for a Web designer to master the fundamentals of Dynamic HTML -- and start embellishing Web pages with animations, pop-up menus, rollovers, and more. The book presumes some knowledge of HTML, but no knowledge of the other chief components of DHTML, Cascading Style Sheets and JavaScript, which both...
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 20Maker Media, Inc, 2009

	Get ready for the coolest issue of MAKE. Our special kids issue is filled with exciting and fun projects to make your weekend or science fair a blast. Hydrogen rockets, catapults, electric animals, chemical batteries, flying bird automatons, and more await you in the pages of MAKE: Volume 20!

	

	MAKE continues to be a leader in...
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AutoCAD 2006 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
AutoCAD "X" For Dummies is being updated to reflect the new features in the latest release of AutoCAD.     

       Get acquainted with AutoCAD, one piece at a time
Take a quick tour of AutoCAD, see what's new, and start making real drawings      

If ever there was a software package that could use some down-to-earth...
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Beginning OpenGL Game Programming (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
This book provides new game programmers with a complete introduction to 3D game programming using OpenGL. All of the basic elements of OpenGL as it applies to game development are covered. 

 Provides new game programmers with a complete introduction to 3D game programming using OpenGL. Makes this popular development environment...
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